85 vw gti

It combined affordability with an exciting driving experience and a fire-breathing engine under
its hood. The GTI 2-door sports hatchback increased its horsepower output from 90 to hp with
the same 1. This added up to quick off the line acceleration and respectable street racing
speeds. Responsive steering and cornering were hallmarks of Volkswagen, and it showed in the
light handling of the GTI. Its lack of power steering meant you could literally feel the way it
attacked the road. Though it shared the same frame and hatchback setup, the GTI had firmer
suspension and performance wheels. The interior offered few comforts beyond the leatherette
seats and optional air conditioning and power windows and locks. Speed is the Volkswagen
GTI's main selling point and what distinguishes it from the standard Volkswagen Golf, but
owners also say it's comfortable inside, with plenty of front seat legroom and body-hugging
sport seats to lock you in when the GTI hits its stride. The GTI is also a popular tuner car,
because it is pretty easily modified. And they did not come with power locks or windows. And
there was no leatherette seating but cloth and vinyl. Who wrote this summary??? GuruRT I
owned an 85 gti for 13 years. It was the most fun car I have ever driven. No other car I have ever
driven handles like that GTI did. The steering seemed to anticipate the drivers every move and
had lightning quick response. Wish they still made something like the old ones. It was one of
the worst cars I have owned. By the time I got rid of it in , numerous items were no longer
working.. I traded it in on a used Toyota Corolla, and was never happier. The only thing that
need fixing on that car, in the seven years that I had it, was the front brakes. Just out of
curiousity I haven't been in the euro scene that long and I am looking to get a Volkswagen GTI
where the owner did a 1. My friend says I should not even think to go there Average user score.
Based on 5 reviews. The Original by James. Updated Jan 23, by Anonymous. What's your take
on the Volkswagen GTI? Report GuruRT I owned an 85 gti for 13 years. Report eisendo I also
owned an '85 GTI. Have you driven a Volkswagen GTI? Rank This Car. Cars compared to
Volkswagen GTI. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite.
Volkswagen GTI Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other
Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year In it was featured as Wheels magazine's Car of the Year.
Several versions and variations have been produced over the years, most famously, the 3-door
hatchback style, the 5-door hatchback, as a sedan, convertible, and as a station wagon. The
Golf is an example of a hot hatch vehicle. The success of the Golf was paramount to
Volkswagen, as it aided the struggling company in the early 's after terminal sales of the Beetle
had plunged the company into decline and turned sales around. Volkswagen has always had a
reputation for solid built-quality and reliable engineering, the design and record-breaking sales
reinforced this. The public was repeatedly turning away from the Type 3 and Type 4 at this time
and showed no interest in Volkswagen's air-cooled, rear-engined models. Acquiring the
Ingolstadt company in the autumn of from Daimler-Benz in a huge turn-around occurred in
Volkswagen production as they gained access to Audi's expertise in water-colled engines and
front-wheel drive which were crucial in producing the new generation of Volkswagens. The Golf
was marketed in the U. It was , and Volkswagon became the first European car manufacturer to
produce a vehicle in the U. Over the years, McLernon tried to soften the suspension and used
cheaper materials for the interior to 'Americanize' the car. Company executives in Germany
weren't happy with the changes made and reverted back to stiffer shocks, suspensions, and
higher-quality interior trim. Eventually, the car became updated with larger bumpers, a new
dashboard, square headlights, and larger rear lamp clusters. As well as being considered to be
the 'Best Golf of all time' by VWVortex's The Cabriolet, the convertible was sold from for 13
years and had a transverse roll bar and reinforced body. It wasn't until that the
second-generation Golf was introduced. This vehicle wasn't available in the U. The main
modifications being a larger bodyshell, more engine options, and a supercharged 8v 'G60' with
both 2wd and 4wd options. The second-generation Golfs were produced at the Westmoreland
plant before it closed in July of due to unsatisfactory sales production. The Pennsylvania plant
was also where the North American Rabbit was produced until this setback moved all
production to Germany and Mexico. A special edition G60 Limited was released in a very limited
capacity with only 72 available, all featuring a unique number and plaque. The Volkswagen
Motorsport division designed these all-black models in produced bhp and were the most
powerful VW Golfs to have ever been released. The G60 Supercharger had a unique blue grille
detail, had a two-headlight grille rather than the standard four headlights found on standard
GTI's, and came with a valve engine. Popular in the mountainous regions of central Europe, an
off-roading vehicle that came with four-wheel drive, bullbars, a spare wheel mounted on the
rear, the added capacity for more suspension travel, was the Golf Country. Several of these
off-roading vehicles came with the 75 hp 1. In November of , Volkswagon released a
third-generation Golf. By , Golf was elected Car of the Year. Volkswagen was the sponsor of
three very high profile rock bands' European tours and even issues special edition Golf's for

each band. Pink Floyd edition in , Rolling Stones , and Bon Jovi edition in all carried distinctive
exterior markings making these exclusive collectibles during the s. The very limited '20th
Anniversary' special-edition GTI was released in Sold in only 6 color schemes, this exclusive
model was only produced for the European market and not available in the UK. The Golf IV,
launched in , eventually became the biggest selling car in Europe at one point. More expensive
than other models in its class at the time, the newest Golf came with a much more exclusive
interior and sophisticated styling. This newest model held true to the standard Golf concept, but
it did include the new 'arched' styling themes first found on the MK IV Passat making it a more
appealing model. In North America, it was released as the Jetta. The new model came in either
three or five-door hatchbacks, or as a five-door station wagon. Introduced to the U. In
Volkswagen updated the base engine to the fairly new 1. In , a valve version of its VR6 engine
was introduced by Volkswagen and the ability to achieve an extra 26 hp. Featuring the first
6-speed manual available to the MK IV, the 1. In Europe, sales were opened a month later,
though it wasn't released to the U. Volkswagen announced on April 12, , that they will change
the name of Golf back to Rabbit for the new lineup introduced to the U. Suggested vehicles
Specification comparison Related news. Manufactured by Volkswagon in , the Golf compact car
has become their best-selling vehicle with over 24 million built. By Jessica Donaldson. The GTI
was powered by a 1, cc four cylinder engine with K-Jetronic fuel injection it developed PS at 6,
rpm and lbs ft of torque at 5, rpm. This allowed the GTI, which weighed kg unladen, to hit 60
mph from standstill in nine-seconds before reaching a top speed of mph. The now familiar mix
of a high-revving, responsive four-cylinder engine installed in a hatchback body with the
emphasis on driving fun was linked to a pared down interior came as a revelation at the time.
Especially when combined with tartan trim and the now iconic golf ball gearshift. The car was
an instant hit. A new chassis structure, a 1, cc engine developing PS and lbs ft of torque and
new styling evolved the GTI and saw it appeal to a new generation of fans. In the GTI fitted was
with a 2. The introduction of the Mk IV GTI in saw significant changes to the line-up with the first
diesel-engined GTI introduced along with two petrol engines in a total of four different states of
tune. A new 2. The vehicle was 15 mm lower than the standard Golf on new springs, dampers
and anti-roll bars. Visual cues were taken from the original GTI with the return of the tartan
interior and the red surround to the grille element â€” even the GTI typeface used on the badge
echoed that of the original. Both models were powered by an evolution of the 2. Powered by a
mid-mounted 6. A compact car manufacturer in Germany, the Rabbit originally debuted in
Europe in as the Volkswagen Golf and it adopted the Rabbit moniker once it made its first
appearance in Canada and the U. The named was switched back to the original Golf name in
and it remained that way for 21 years. In , Volkswagen introduced the Rabbit as an attempt to
correct flagging sales for their company. Cute, compact and a front wheel drive vehicle, the
Rabbit was priced nearly the same as a Japanese econobox, but with a water-cooled 4 cylinder
engine with a transversely mounted engine that drove the front wheels. Replacing the Beetle in
the U. Fuel economy was excellent on the tiny little car, 45 in the city, and up to 57 mpg on the
highway, this could be combined with the optional 1. Enthusiasts clamored for this new
Volkswagen. In production for the U. NBC news was on hand to document the first foreign
vehicle to be built in the U. A total of 1,, vehicles were produced at this plant. For the late model
year the Rabbit received a make-over as the production was moved. The largest and most
noticeable change to the American Rabbit, were the addition of all new square headlights. The
convertible featured the round headlights that were found on older-model rabbit's. The '06
Rabbit was available in two trims, a 2-door and a 4-door hatchback. The 2-door came wit a hp 2.
The 4-door rabbit came with a hp 2. Concepts by Volkswagen Similar Automakers. Engine
Specs. Dimension Specs. Lower Priced Cars. Higher Priced Cars. Similar Priced Cars. Golf Mk II.
All rights reserved. The material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
Vehicle information, history, And specifications from concept to production. Similar to my
junkyard find Mercedes E 2. This GTI presents extremely well, with no visible modifications from
stock and awesome period details still with the car. The paint looks to be in excellent condition
and is said to be completely original. The seller notes , miles on the odometer. The interior
really is a treat. This cabin is in outstanding condition, particularly for the mileage. The engine
has also received an impressive amount of refreshing, including a new head, timing belt,
radiator, plugs and wires, and more. The seller says it runs very nicely going down the road,
and even as a nonV car, the light weight should make it feel light on its feet. New tires have
been installed but I might still look for the stickiest rubber I could find to exploit the sharp
handling even further. This one makes me wish I lived far closer to California than I do. But I
seem to see far fewer third generation GTIs than second generation models these days. Were
they just not made as well? I had no idea at the time how much I would come to appreciate
those cars and what they represented. Priced right so far , still leaves room for a plane ticket

and a week of PTO. Had a buddy in college that had one of those diesels. By the time we
graduated he had them at all four corners! Was purely a city car so the speed limit on those
space savers was never an issue. It was strangely good in the snow! Plus O2 sensors and fuel
pump relays were challenging. Still a darn fun ride though. It still amazes me how different the
same car can be in different markets. Have had a few of these over the years. This seems to
present quite nicely. The pristine conditions of the door cards tells me that the drip rails are in
good shape, but still something that should be looked closely for overall condition. They are
almost always one of the first parts of these cars to deteriorate. Just something for a future
owner to consider. I hate to say, good luck finding some. MK2 parts in general are difficult to
find in decent shape. I have a used set of drip rails for it in excellent or better condition. Jason,
for a good part of the model run, the 3rd generation GTI was just an unpopular sporty trim
package on a not-so-sporty car. Then came the VR6 for the last couple of model years, but that
engine did not age gracefully. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it
featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free
daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn
Finds. Jeff Lavery. More: Volkswagen. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Jason. Dave
Mika Member. They are hi-compress, and very anxious. Fahrvergnugen Member. Graham Line.
Another one that I remember brand new. Looks as good today as it did in ! Museum Find: Ford
Hot Rod. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter:
Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue
reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! He was also a lot more fun to spend
longer times with than the high schooler had been. But now there was a slight spoiler included
at the top as well. Timing belt,New Battery, Brakes, tires, Fluids, tuneup, radiator, axles and
more Very solid car, Clean underside and well kept all around. Odometer shows k but I have no
way to verify other than the condition of the car, which is as nice as your going to see and
shows little wear for being 35 years old. Orig paint looks nice and holds a very nice shine, car
looks very tidy going down the road. I had a well know southern califonria VW ONLY mechanic
go through this car to make it a great driver, All and all I really believe the next owner it going to
like the power this little car makes with the all the recent work done. The interior might need a
couple things to be perfect but all and all I think its as nice as I have seen in the last 20 years.
See pics for condition and Im sure you will be impressed. Im happy to answer any questions on
the car so feel free to email me via Ebay. CA buyer responsible for any DMV costs while out of
state buyers will have their own state to deal with so please check your local laws prior to
bidding and ask all questions. Cars like this are getting near impossible to find in nice shape.
Selling this one out of my personal collection. I love this car because it drives so strong and
handle so well for an original Hard to let this one go but we are building a guest house so I will
no longer have a garage spot for it. Options on the GTI were pretty limited; air conditioning,
sunroof, cruise control, power steering can you believe that! The seller has relisted the car with
a much better presentation this time around, and it really does look like a great survivor. The
Fuzion tires are budget brand and horrible. The rear wiper is also broken and the matte black
appears to be pretty well cooked. But as a package, this is a pretty hard-to-reproduce example
and the no reserve auction is appealing. There was a 4th color. My 85 was w
98 dodge ram trailer wiring diagram
pontiac gt g6 2007
ford 40 sohc timing chain tool
hite. This was the first year VW had aero style headlights. They hold up well since they are
actual glass instead of plastic. Enter your email address: Delivered by FeedBurner. We re-post
public classified advertisements. As a practice we rehost images and ad copy to preserve the
listing for future reference. If you would like additional attribution for your work, or wish to
remove your listing from our site, we are happy to accommodate. Please email us:
germancarsforsaleblog gmail. Please note we do not represent these vehicles and our opinion
on these cars has no guarantee or warranty. We are not responsible for these items in any way.
Estimates on price and values expressed in our posts are solely the opinion of the writers.
Thank you for your understanding. Car is located in Rolling Hills California and is available for
pickup once deposit is sent. Carter September 15, at am. Or perhaps VWoA did a few one-offs?
Search for: Search. Your email will not be sold or spammed, we promise!

